Access the Largest Independent Childcare Network in America

With over 2500 location serving thousands of families in states across the country, WeeCare takes the stress out of finding quality early education by matchmaking parents to trusted affordable childcare options.

Using WeeCare, families can easily discover, tour, enroll and manage their childcare experience. In addition, we provide flexible care to truly give parents 365 days of dependable care wherever they work or live.

We do all the work!

Our dedicated team matches, sets tours, and enrolls your employees with children in the best option based on their family’s needs within 24-48 hours.

Post-enrollment we’re here to support your employees with everything from transfers to separation anxiety to sheer celebrating precious moments like their kiddo’s first steps.

Most Affordable Option
Average full time cost is $600-$850/month.

Custom matchmaking
We match parents with the perfect childcare option based on their exact needs including weekends, nighttime, back-up and drop-in.

Small class sizes
Less than 10 kids and child to teacher ratios (4:1) individualized attention

Licensed and Background Checked
All our locations are licensed verified and meet stricter WeeCare standards

Schedule Learning Activities
Daily developmental activities curated by early education experts accessible from the app.

Regular photo and video updates
Parents have peace of mind knowing with daily progress reports, photos, and videos that are privately and securely shared on the app.

24/7 Dedicated Customer Support
Our team is committed to helping parents around the clock in emergency situations.
WeeCare providers have pledged to keep their doors open to provide the essential service of childcare to the those that are most heavily impacted. Hundreds of WeeCare providers across the nation are in high spirits, and with open arms, ready to accept children whose family members are emergency first responders, health care workers, law enforcement, and similar essential professions that are fighting to keep our public safe during COVID-19.

**Fever Free Zones**

We are taking extra precautions to assure the health and safety of our community by creating “Fever-Free Zones”.

Using our technology, we verify temperatures daily before parents, children and providers ever come in contact with one another.

"I was thinking of closing down, but then I started thinking of the first responders everywhere needing care! I don't want this to disrupt their lives. I want the parents and the kids to have a sense of normalcy."

- Casey Garret - Happy Saplings WeeCare

**Additional Health Measures**

- Regular hand washing throughout the day
- Limited close personal interactions
- Regular disinfecting of surfaces, toys and frequently touched objects
- Mandatory home-stay if child shows signs of sickness
Curriculum designed for advancement with experienced early childcare experts.

Scheduled activities for early education

WeeCare providers schedule learning activities created by early education experts. Parents can see what their child is learning and have access to instructions to continue education at home.

Parents follow along every step of the day

Parents receive photo and video updates of their child throughout the day so they have peace of mind that their child is safe and learning.

Thanks for all the hardwork you do. As a new mom, the work you all do is so helpful and amazing. You’ve taken the stress right off my shoulders.

Amrin Tavkhelidze
Little Plum WeeCare
Employee Benefit Options:

Priority Access at a Discount:
(At no cost to you)

- Waived matchmaking fees for employees
- 20% discount on first week of care
- Priority placement and priority waitlist at any of our WeeCare locations with dedicated access to our locations

Make Childcare Cheaper with Subsidies:
(As low as $50 per employee)

- In addition to priority access, subsidizes the total cost or a portion of the employee's monthly or weekly childcare costs.

- On average, WeeCare monthly tuition is $650-850, which is 2-3x less than the average cost of childcare. Subsidizing as low as 10% at $85/employee/month brings employees costs down to $775 per month. Traditional preschool costs $2,000 - $2,500 or $3,000 - $4,500 for a nanny!

- Don’t forget your tax break! If you are cutting your employees childcare costs with subsidies you are likely earning a tax break. You can deduct up to the amount that you subsidize for your employees.

Why work with WeeCare?

- We match and find placements within 24-48 hours (sometimes as fast as 30 minutes!)
- If there are no WeeCare’s in their immediate vicinity, we find alternatives at the same rates within 72 hours.
- We can also do bulk standardized pricing
- We deal with all billing and provide the right paperwork for FSA reimbursement.
- We provide detailed employee usage reporting on a weekly basis.

Get started with WeeCare today!

Call: (323) 831-3586    Email: benefits@weecare.co